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Autobot base transformers prime

1. Dark Rise: Part 122mThe Autobots investigate the return of Decepticons and must represent a group of young humans who become involved in their old eons conflicts.2. Dark Rise: Part 222m When a weak life signal is received from Cliffjumper, the autobots are thrown up but are fulfilled by Megatron, who got energon.3 strong dark. Dark Rise: Part 322mBulkhead is on a mission to rescue Agent Fowler, who was kidnapped by
decepticons. Complications arise when the tags secretly occur along.4. Rising Dark: Part 422mMegatron uses The Dark Energon to summon an army of undead warriors to battle Optimus, while other Autobots launch a high-risk rescue operation.5 Dark Rise: Part 522mThe ultimate showdown unfolds in Earth's orbit as Decepticons, with the help of the Undead Megatron Army, do battle with Autobots.6. Masters and students22mWhile
Optimus Prime and Bee Square off against Skyquake, Cream Stars faces challenges to lead him at every turn.7 Scrapheap22mBulkhead, Bee and Ratchett scramble to eliminate a swarm of Scraplets that invaded the Autobot base while patrolling Optimus in the Arctic.8 Con Job22mBulkhead eagerly expects a visit from his old friend Wheeljack, but when his friend arrives things are not what it seems.9 Convoy22mhopeful help agent
Fowler move a dangerous explosive device, but this time it is under attack from more than just decepticons.10. Deus Ex Machina22mMik and S bulkhead head to Greece on a field trip to recover energon harvester, the class in case of a new Decepticons knock out and Ss.11. Speed Metal22mJack convinces Bumbleby to help him win the street race, but fast action is out of control with knock out.12 arrival. Predatory22mArcee takes
Jack along on a seemingly routine mission, but she faces an old enemy and must face her deepest fears.13 Mind22mOptimus head patients are infected with the Decepticon plague, and Arcee and Pomlopi must sneak aboard the battleship Distikon to find the cure.14 From his Head22mMegatron is still a fixture within the bee's mind and manipulating his actions back at autobot.15 base. Shadowzone22mDing during a GroundBridge
malfunction, children find themselves trapped inside after an alternative with Skyquake. Operation: Breakdown22mThe Autobots put up to save the collapse, the Discon who was kidnapped by Silas and the evil agents of MECH.17. Crisscross22mAirachnid negotiates an agreement with Silas to use MECH to avenge Arcee and Jack.18. Metal Attraction22mArcee and Bulkhead find their efforts to stop decepticon's mission hampered by
a magnetic device.19 When Autobots, along with Jack and Mikko, fall victim to Energon's cave mine, they find themselves trapped with Starscream and Megatron.20. Partners22mAirachnid and Starscream team to recover a weapon, but when Starscream is captured, he reveals he prefers a team With Autobots.21. T.M.I.22mWhen Bulkhead's brain is accidentally endowed with the secret formula for synthetic Energon, he becomes
isolated while decepticons chase him down.22. Stronger, Faster22mRatchet injects itself with synthetic Energon, making it a danger to Decepticons, but also to Autobots and itself.23 One Fall22mMegatron will try to fulfill the old Cybertronian prophecy of results in a hero who has become fatally injured, then leads to a long-awaited rematch.24 One must rise: part 122m when the Earth becomes plagued by natural disasters, the
Autobots come to the terrible realization that Dark Energon is the source of strange events.25 One must go up: Part 222mFacing is the biggest threat to earth to date, and the Autobots team with an unexpected ally.26 One will go up: Part 322mAs Autobots does battle in the heart of the earth, Jack learns more about Optimus's past on Cybertron. During Jack's call with June in the dark rising PT 1 Jack says he won't go dancing that
night. The next day, he, Rafe and Mikko just got out of school when they go to the base, and the next morning, Jack complains that it's Saturday when Archie wakes him up. It was the dance on Thursday. What school has thursday's dance? Some schools avoid Friday's events to increase the likelihood of students appearing. If it's Friday, students may have their own plans and can't attend. In the dark rising part 1 Optimus sent both
Bee and Aree to pick up Jack and Rafe. This was before sorting the need for them to be guardians so why didn't Optimus just send a bee? The autobots are alone on a hostile planet and can rely on the soldiers they have on the one hand, and at this stage they have not yet received the support of the US government. Not to mention the last time autobot went alone on a potential combat mission, Cliffjumper died of course they send
more than one, at a time like this every soldier is valuable enough to deserve backup. That makes sense, but Bumblebee (translated by Rafe) said that Jack was supposed to go with Arcee. Even with Arce and Bumblebee gone, why did they have to choose who was going with each robot? Perhaps it was a tactical decision to divide it, as why Arcee was getting Jack and intending to get Rafe, and also for one thing Rafe could
communicate with the bee (remember they had a breif discussion when he smashed the care of RAF RC), while Jack could not, and people had seen Jack on Arcee, so it would be less likely to raise eyebrows. Even in part 4 dark height the enemy was under attack by autobots. But where was Soundwave all the time during the attack? Get a sandwich even when Megatron is back he won't get trampled to disobey orders. Apparently
Starscream sent him to Texas to commander some radio telescopes to replace the damaged Bulkhead equipment. At the end of Episode 4, when Megatron is chewing Starscream for his mistakes, you can catch a glimpse of Soundwave standing off side when Megatron backhands Starscream across the bridge; One thing I've noticed is that Soundwave doesn't really fight at all, at least against other adapters. The point of his not really
disputed is gosed as of episode 26. He curbed Airachnid. Well, he can fight amazingly well, but can't have anything. Presumably it's nothing to him unless someone makes clear moves against megatron timing that doesn't work, because the satellite was damaged during the attack. The most logical explanation is that they have never encountered the first episode of the series. When riding with a bee to the autobot base, why does Rafe
sit in the back house? Back in the 90's there was a rash of children killed in car accidents not by collision, but by airbags. As a result, conventional wisdom has long been that children under a certain age should sit in the back. Some cities and even a few states have passed laws for this purpose. Maybe this is the case in the city series taking place (I can't remember the name off the top of my head) and RAF is simply obeying the law?
Or, another explanation is likely to do so that it will not draw attention to the fact that there is no driver. Maybe you are more likely to notice a car has a passenger and not a driver, then you are that the car is completely empty. It could just be instinct, Rafe is a kid, maybe he was just used to sitting in the back seats. Jack's mother somehow managed not to notice Arcee before turning back to bike mode, despite the fact that she did so
only after the car was already pulling into the lane, and the garage door was already open. How can you miss something like that? Driving while on a cell phone? Do you expect to see a giant Vimbut in your garage? People are amazingly oblivious when observing something you don't expect - the brain tends to fill in as expected. Remember the test where people watched a basketball video and no one saw the guy in the gorilla suit
when he got in the field, pounded his chest, and came out? I remember that video of a dancing bear instead of a gorilla. Why oh why, did autobots arrive too late to help Cliffjumper? Is the ground bridge supposed to make travel easier? Why did they arrive so late? They were scattered across time zones, and they had to regroup before they could go and help him. It's been three years between any disctecon sightings that none of the
Autobots expect to bump into Nemesis on a simple periodic mission and dove Cliffjumper in battle without waiting for backup. As such, he got killed while the others were caught with their paintings down. Why aren't there more autobots on earth? And where's the ship? Dude, all we have so far is a five-episode pilot and the new episodes don't start until February. Give him some time to answer questions. There's no Toyline out yet, so
it's best to keep the cast small They won't be forced to kill anyone to make room. As for Ark, they probably don't want anything to think about Noah. Honestly, I think the lack of autobot Arc is more because this is a reboot of the franchise, and it is not necessary. Animation got before. Besides, given how close this is to the film franchise in some respects, chances are 'sir' came to earth in the same way. Producers have absolutely gone
as they said they will keep the cast size relatively small to keep costs down. Transformers: War on Cybertron and the prequels sequel in the prime universe. If the fall of Cybertron is any signal, we will find out what happened to Ark there. There is a good chance the ship has been destroyed or badly damaged and the components have been scavaged to make modifications to the abandoned rocket silo, and possibly to build the ground
bridge as well. As T.M.I. and stronger, faster, pointed, head team can hardly scrounge enough Energon for 5. Do you think they'll be able to support more people? They need to harvest Energon on the same scale as Decepticons and the head team seems largely connected with the rest of the Autobot population. What kept Megatron from blasting Optimus in his face when the latter was climbing on the foot of the mountain, and for that
matter, why didn't he help his zombie army by shooting Ratchet or the head during the battle? He was literally on top ground, but instead of finishing off his enemies when he had a clear shot at them, he simply flew off. Also, a simple question, has nothing to do with this, but how did Ratchet the scale of the abyss so fast with just one arm? Didn't you see their second fight? Megatron reeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeally loves Optimus this time.
There's not much fun shooting him in the face while he's climbing a mountain, after all. How about just a step on his face, then? He obviously had the upper hand and, as he revealed, the order he gave him, he really wanted to finish it. Unless he knows that the president will defeat the undead army from the beginning and watch the struggle for simple entertainment, but that means he expects his legion to weaken. It doesn't make
sense, but then, Star Cream said he wasn't as sane as he was. Megatron has quite sadie's enjoyment in the suffering of his enemies in the series, and admits awesome lyced when he sees it. Optimus fought off a zombie horde and still had the power to do more, Megatron wanted to push Optimus further and see how he deals with his new army. The simplest answer? Megatron is big, fat, ego. While he reinforces his position as a plain
badguy, Agent Fowler engages in an angry aerial combat in a military aircraft without wearing any protective equipment, not even a single helmet, just a seat belt, as if he were driving a car, pulled me a way beyond experience from any of Rafe's miracle abilities. ... Unless he received miraculous abilities by torturing Energon Starscream, and It really doesn't need any protection. His plane crash survival (not to mention the plane itself
DNGS making it through as well with no damage) seems more than unreasonable. They can introduce that rusty old truck, but not some flying suit and helmet? Or why isn't there a seat ejection? What is this secret military plane made of? This has been addressed in episode nine of Season 2: Rachel has built the pressure stability in Fowler's cockpit, presumably, and this is not the only modification made by rachet to the plane. Miko's
voice if the actress is going for a Japanese accent, she dropped the ball because she looks more like a female Tommy Wiseau. It wasn't, it was according to people who heard her natural voice in interviews, that seemed to be her natural accent. It seems likely that they were going for a general Asian accent, which you are technically delivering, being Indonesian. Is... Does that mean we finally defined Tommy Weissau's tone as
Indonesian? How exactly was Fowler supposed to be transporting the D.N.C. on that plane? in the cargo space behind him or in the belly of the plane. It doesn't scale very well, but this is transformers. Scale doesn't matter. Fighter jets are way bigger than most people think they are, plus the DNGS itself was just about the size of a large cage. I'm sure he fights very comfortably in bomb/rocket bay from Fowler's plane. Speaking of
which, does Starcream in this series turn into the smallest fighter jet ever or what? It looks bigger in alternate mode than it does in Android mode... But, again, this is a transformer scale for you - nothing new. Why did they change Woljack so much? Can't they make his smart wrecker/demolition expert who took a few bombs in his face? It would always be appropriate for him to talk about his bomb and how he killed the fact that the
week was ruined forever! But more seriously, because Ratchett is a smart guy, and Waljak will not work as well as another smart guy. His introductory episode was hardly the time to show his real interaction with the main characters, not to mention the nuances of his character. With those restrictions they focused on showing him to be bruised like Bulkhead. Apparently the Word of God states that, among the wreckage, Wheeljack is a
mechanic and there is nothing incompatible with it or supported in the loop. If this does not come in any other manifestations then it may be the ability to be aware. There may be a niche he can fit into a mechanic while Ratchet is a scientist, but at this point in the series he will be an redundant ratchet and Bsshead. Knowing the debris, it's quite believable that their mechanic must be huge badass. In his return episode in season two it
indicates that Wheeljack has some bomb disposal skills, and also in general he seemed a little smarter and a little less than a rough bruise. And in sorting she established that Wheeljack was capable (or at least, claiming that he From reparing the jackhammer quite quite completely by himself without any need for help or spare parts. I'm amazed Badas mechanic is a red link... How does Rafe know what Bumblebee was saying in the
demo? This doesn't make sense it's probably a spoken machine code of some kind, understandable enough that Rafe gets it. He didn't have to be very witty right away, of course, but he drew a caricature. This is just one of the reasons why RAF is valid 2.0 WMG. In Rav's remarks, he says he doesn't even know why Bumblebee understands, I can give a more detailed explanation, but Hubworld's website apparently removed the full
version of the explanation, but if you're looking hard enough on the internet, you can find the notes, didn't exactly justify why they didn't put this in the gallery. What he said in the notes apparently was similar to this: Bumblebee is my friend. Mostly I'm the only child who understands it I'm not sure why ... It makes it feel perfect. He just doesn't use words and interestingly, it makes everyone feel a little smarmier because its interface, the
body language of bees is very easy to read, and his beeps can be interpreted to some extent. That makes us all feel like we can be A.B.'s friend, too, the power of friendship, anyone? Can Starscream turn his fingers into claws and return? I've watched the end of metal speed several times, and every time I feel that manually the cream stars have changed. Talon suddenly seems more pronounced and distorted and not round like other
fingers and you can hear a kind of sound like knives hanging against each other starscream them in the concept of art and in the patient's mind as well. Is selun cuntorion secretly? Oh, wait, I thought this was WMG -- it doesn't matter. So what exactly gave Fowler the idea that It was Discipeon who was after D.N.C.? Did he have any prior evidence that he was not human beings, or did the greater scope of autobot/Decepticon conflict
blind him to alternative explanations? Fowler is just quick to blame them for his problems, and it is clear that MECH has remained under the radar so far. Fowler said the D.N.B. could be used as a kind of dirty bomb. Making a bomb is much easier than complex electronics. Their ships must have enough firepower to do better than the bomb could be. Fowler blamed foreigners for being fair, the only known threat of the time was the
negatives of the threat. Shot down by a rogue helicopter over U.S. airspace? It is a logical adversary that he was one of them in the sick mind bee goes into megatron's mind and talks to him. Unless his speech impediment is a programming error, shouldn't Bumblebee use actual words in Megatron's subconscious? If the obstacle is a hardware problem as in movies it should not be a problem here. It seemed like a missed moment to
hear the sound of a real bee, of the need for other characters to translate it for him. The vocals (Bumblebee) must somehow be filtered if they can't speak out, then it must be using a different system to sing in that binary whistling. He would never have spoken again, even in the dream world, because that's how he talks. With a slick. In the outside of his head, Megatron seems to be able to talk through a fine bee in the real world.
Maybe we'll get some clarification on that in Season 2 when they explain what happened to his singer in Operation Bumblebee, Ratchett says bumblebee's voice box is damaged, so he can't talk about anything but those whistles. I'd be willing to buy that bee was talking that way so long that he's talking that way in his head now, but that raises the question of how Megatron was able to speak? Did we hear his voice from Rafe's point of
view, and Rafe hears B talking normally? In the outside of his head, why is that dark Energon make Megatron right as rain, but Cliffjumper came back wrong? Megatron was alive, but his wounded spark still existed, so the body still revived his mind to overcome dark energy control, direct action and thought. Cleumber was dead, and his sparks went to Alspark, so the body that was revived was just by Dark Energon. Related to
comment about Megatron Spark. I always thought that Mind Transformers and Spark were part of the same thing. But And said Megatron's mind was no longer in his body. Also out of his head, why didn't the cream stars just hit Optimus with a rocket or something instead of wasting time trying to fry it with a telescope? I thought Starscream was supposed to be this version more rational than the character. Wouldn't he have thought
about eliminating Prime the easy way? He had a telescope there, and he seemed to feel it was the best way to deal with Optimus. He was wrong, but even smart characters miscalculate. Do you really think just a rocket is going to kill Optimus Prime? concentrated heat beam that was enough to melt through a frozen iceberg that barely slowed it down. Shooting anything less than him certainly won't have gotten the job. At the end of
Mazalzon, why doesn't the Autobots drop Star Cream? He is weak, outnumbered, unable to fly, and literally standing in front of them. Instead, they allow him to escape across the ground bridge that decepticons suddenly. He was hiding behind a rock, and even missing an arm he could still shoot again. They were caught by surprise by the second bridge. The second time, he probably ran before they could shoot him. Optimus doesn't
exactly support Autobots bringing down decepticons who are unarmed (say that's what separates them from the 'cons'). After all, Optimus did cut off his arm and therefore no longer makes Starscream dangerous and armed. Also from Shadowzone how kids are able to send a text message to Phone? Isn't the base surrounded by a signal inhibitor? I could have sworn established since the first episode I think in a caravan they mention
comlink cell phone patch or something for that purpose. Baby phones use autobots communication systems, which go well. Even at the end of the metal attraction, Arcee and Clyhead have hit the collapse and Airachnid, both of which are completely at their mercy. I can kinda see Bulkhead does not perform a breakdown after what happened in the process: collapse, but why arcee does not kill Airachnid? There's no guarantee that
either 'con won't just get up and snatch the gauntlet again, so Bulkhead and Arsee decided to just leave while they might be secured. Of course we know that the real reason is that so don't lose two characters right then and there or that autobots doling appear out cold blood (though justified) executions on something with a face. How come no one has noticed the insane amount of collisions and explosions in and around Jasper
recently? I know that transformers are all about stealth, and most of the battles that took place near populated areas were at night, but some battles have occurred right behind the buildings that were clearly used! Shouldn't someone go out to check things out, or call 9-1-1? Sure, the status quo is God and all, but it would make the show more interesting if, like, one day at school the kids discovered that there are rumors flying around
transformers. Fowler and his men prove that the U.S. government is fully aware of transformers and is allied with Autobots. It's not too big from the stretch to assume they can pull a bit of a cover-up of some battles. Especially those involving MECH. Since most of the biggest collateral damage occurs in somewhat remote areas, it's more believable than the completely stupid excuse movies of covering up after the destruction of an
entire city. He said the explosions outside the town on Sunday afternoon were the result of an army training incident involving a live decree. There have been no injuries, but citizens are advised to avoid the area for the time being... There were only a few episodes actually set out in Jasper where the battle breaks out (dark high part 1, metal speed, criscross) and even then the only thing in Crisscross that would really attract attention
was Fowler and the military helicopters. The metal speed was mostly on the outskirts with a short battle in the storage yard and the high darkness was chasing a car that later ended in a sewer hole. Why did Megatron bother to save Star Cream at the bottom end? He had planned on his earlier malice and 'the screamer didn't really like himself during the episode. Why don't we leave him to his fate? Megs said he always found
something about Starcrim's amusing lyrical attempts and it's very natural that every megatron has moments of miscalculation. Whether it's g1 arrogance, or monster habit of getting ahead of himself because of self-indulgence. (Jack) showed mercy (Megatron) probably felt a little excited then Starscream still got his uses, and Megatron is very confident that he can take all the 'cry' he threw at him. Star Cream may not be a serious
threat to him, at least not enough to get rid of him altogether. He points out that it's better to be a smart, competent warrior at least sometimes pointed at autobots rather than quite gone, even if he has to watch his back. Vamping off Jack's mercy act for Megatron: If Megatron saved Starscream instead of leaving him to die, almost after his execution, would only confirm how deep the Megatron Starscream debt is. Basically, he owns it.
Seen through that lens, Starcream's subsequent abandonment only confirms his complete lack of compensatory qualities. (Megs at least has self-confidence and drive his go.) If you watch partners, you can get an idea of why Megs chose to let Starcream return. Somehow it is a combination of both putting it in debt, and its importance as a disstickon. If you notice Starscream's attitude when he returns, he is clearly humbled by
Megatron's show of mercy, and would have continued to remain a faithful theme as Airacnid never started backstab and give the impression that she is now a megatron favorite. As for its importance, when Starscream goes missing at the end of that episode, Megatron's more irritated in, my second loss in command from the loss of a weapon, which shows that no matter what he might do, Starscream is still important in keeping the
army in a. The loss of the second man in command was mostly an issue because she left Starscream in the hands of Autobots, who can get valuable information from him. rightly, just as he did. If she had been destroyed, it wouldn't have been a problem. My guess is that he was surprised that Star Cream was back. He said that the breaking point for him was that the cry had become dull, predictable. I was actually surprised again. My
personal logic is a combination - Megatron was clearly sick and tired of Starscream's predictability, and how even punishing him wasn't a good example if he was always being incompetent, so he was going to kill him. In the end he was in a bit of a good mood, having survived -- and starscream finds. He's clever, he realizes Starscream obviously came back to save him and get into his good books, but somehow managed to wind up
the roof himself. I think he realized that there is still some value entertainment in mech so far... Why does the show continue in Hiatus? Are there some issues that occur in production? Before when there was an extended wait for an episode, if you went to Wiki Transformers, the date of the next episode would be there. There are six more episodes left in the first season I understand that they have a problem, but I would like to know
why. Production period. The show is broadcast during its production, and it takes time away to make a presentation of this quality. Stops are when the air schedule catches up with production. At least, that's one possible explanation. If that's the case, why now show Canada the six remaining episodes, when the hub was ready to wait until September 10 just to show the first ones? You can't still be working on the rest of Season 1;
Hasbro seems to have stopped Canada from airing new episodes anymore before the axis. Games are scheduled for release in December, so maybe Hasbro wants new episodes to air closer to toyline? The second season is scheduled to begin on Nov. 28. My guess is they're trying to reduce the gap between the final S1 and the S2 premiere. Do you think you have it badly? You should see how often young justice goes to stop...
Soundwave had at least two chances to get rid of the kids. But he never did I don't hate them, I love small pests but... Didn't? Maybe he's not sadistic or doesn't see humans worth it there's a theory in WMG that Soundwave has kept children alive in the hope that it will eventually lead him and the Distiktons to the autobot base. Since soundwave can only monitor properly, well, the sound, he may let them go as he thought they might
have another use later. However, from observing soundwave and his actions, I note that he rarely does much except his job and serves megatron's interests. So Soundwave can be described as having one mind too. He's given a goal and he's alone (his spying on Star Cream is excluded, but again, this is his service to megatron) the times he sees kids got a different job than killing them the first time he actually got a closed space
bridge, so he just makes a visual reminder and flies. The second time his orders are to recover the harvest, and since Jack and Rafe were not in a position to resist him, he probably just took him and flew off as ordered. Either way, Soundwave's one-minded dedication to one task led him to let our humans go. (Of course, the real reason is that early in the series, killing off a human figure in a place according to the word of God death
is not cheap would cut off any chance at further development of their many different characters. To this troper, it seemed like a gesture of mutual respect, like when the bad guy tipped his hat for the hero before jumping off the train and making his getaway. His way doesn't hurt them to bad when they meet. Which is really weird just for any Soundwave. Soundwave seems to have no ambitions for himself, no motives behind loyalty to
Megatron and Decepticons in general. If he doesn't go through killing unarmed humans he probably doesn't see it as a pragmatism along with the lack of a general sadism inherent in most other Decepticons. Given his duties, he is calm, rational, serious and sees no point in evil for the purpose of evil. If he can do his job while minimizing collateral damage, he probably sees it as a good job. Given its alternative status (drone spy
drones), it may also be that it has had the most contact with humans and so has some sort of appreciation for them. Also, you wouldn't be surprised if rav's hacking duel with Soundwave led to the latter regarding the former as a worthy opponent. Where did all this energon come from, how did it come from on earth like the typperium, and how did it get there in the first place? Optimus mentions in the first episodes that the Great War
spread across the galaxy, using many different planets as battlefields. The earth happened to be an unusually large campaign site, which explains why so many Cybertronian artifacts and energon deposits were left behind. Basically, the earth is a forgotten ammunition depot from the Great War. It has been explicitly stated that both the Energon and artifacts were deployed across the galaxy from both sides to keep them out of the
hands of the earth's enemy only happened to be particularly favored for storage space. I bet they wouldn't know where Oncron was falling asleep at the end of Rock bottom. If Star Cream leaves the cave, the roof will fall on them. It's Mook 43, a land bridge here. I need an example... Radio signals don't transmit through caves nothing prevents Megatron from just getting out of the cave, ordering random mook to bridge down, and
walking back in to replace Starscream with mook said. Knowing Megatron, maybe he's taking his time with it just to mess with Starscream. With someone out there to help you may be able to provide some kind of alternative support besides the character doing Atlas Bose (possibly using a piece of drilling tank). Either it or it opens the way so that Starscream can leave and run out of the room before it completely collapses. Am I the
only one who thinks that Airachnid's interactions with Jack come across as paedophiles? (I'm aware of the age of approval in the higher states than in the UK where I am, but still.) In part of the dark height, Soundwave manages to locate Fowler's agent and send his drone to collect him, after Fowler wirelessly bosses as he left the autobot base. Shouldn't the Disconhavet have a good idea of where the base is because of that? Did
Fowler mention that he just left the base? If not as much as Soundwave Fowler knows, you can leave the rule of five minutes or five hours. The transmission. Taking into account the speed of the helicopter and the question of time, Con's may have narrowed it out to the American Southwest. So Andrew is the earth! Awesome! Wait... What?! How are autobots supposed to save humanity if the earth is someone who must be
destroyed?! We do not do so because the needs of many in the rest of the universe outweigh those of the few on Earth. Presumably they can try to evacuate as many native son as possible, before they do what they have to and try to blow it up to the kingdom come, but Unicron needs much more destruction than we need to keep the list. (Unicron) inhabits the earth killing the mind but keeping the body intact, and prospering: solving
the problem. You're partly right, the Autobots are planning to bring Unicron back into recession because they can't really kill him Plus... If the earth is Unicron... Why are organic life forms weak to dark energon? Aren't we supposed to be like... His young organic children??? His young organic children make it clear that he has nothing but his contempt for him besides, the meaning i got was that The Earth is a natural planet that
happened to have formed around the form of a unicron coma, which meant that his life developed naturally and Unicron did not create any of it actively. There is no reason for us to be protected against the dark Earth energun formed around Unicron and explained in detail in OSR, pt. 1. Unicron's body may be a delightful chewing center, but the rest of the planet is made of ordinary solar system objects. The effect of the possession of
the planet by unicron consciousness is another matter ... Are we resistant to lava? Just because a planet has something in or on it, does not make the population resistant to it. Remember, it's not like energon's dark radiation is remotely easy to come across on the surface of the planet. Also, have we seen any non-raf humans react to the dark Energon? So much of WMGs out there that it might be more of an eye meet... In partners
Megatron Autobots believes starscream has been captured. Why didn't Optimus ask what Starscream did, especially when he enters their base and Starscream isn't there? Because he has bigger things to worry about, he probably doesn't expect Astar Cream to be held in the same command post anyway. Well if Starscream is captured by Autobots, they may cause serious problems for Megatron. Since those problems Did Not Happen
Megatron probably figured out that Starscream was not with Autobots. This Megatron is smarter than most versions, especially with regard to Starscream. Episode 27 reveals that Megs realized that the screamer had done a runner and told him vehicons would detain him if he ever appeared. For what he deserved, Optimus frankly said that the crying died. I'm a little confused as to the exact nature of optimus amnesia at the end of
season one sue... If the dump of the matrix of wisdom from Primes causeoptimus to lose his memories of being prime and back To Pax Orion, which still does not explain why Megatron still thinks of a good Megatronus carvais. Ratchett's explanation of Orion's past with Megatronus and the beginning of the war (and coming out would confirm this as the stories closely match) Orion was not officially prime until he went to the nucleus
and received a command matrix, at which point the war with decepticons had been going on for some time. Shouldn't Optimus (as Orion) still have at least memories of Megatronus blowing up the board (and then blow up a board member, if he's coming out is to be believed), at least in the early days of the war? But once megatron sees he assumes he's best friend and mentor, Megatronus. Or am I wrong? Maybe that was the only
recovery point available to him? He didn't officially become prime minister until he got the Matrix, but he started this way to Primehood on the same day that he and Megatron turned on each other – that day in the Council Chamber. It seems when the matrix begins to collect his wisdom to add to the wisdom collected from Primes, it calculates the wisdom and memories of it before getting the matrix as well as from after. They didn't turn
on each other that day. There's a big difference. He's been a friend of Megatronos for a long time before that it makes sense that if he forgets to become prime minister and remember that conversation he still considers Megatron an ally. However, he does not seem to remember that day at all. Whether you use the past memories of the show, the war for cybertron game, or the exit novel there is no part of the continuity bias that
Optimus got on the matrix before the war was going on for a long time, showing a little more mysterious but the states that Orion traveled to the pulp in an attempt to reverse the corruption caused by the war, now unless it is so sensitive to the hatred between Autobots and deception that means that the war lasted for some time, describes the narrative of many battles that Taking place throughout the war, the game actively has Zeta
Prime still in charge and the war is in full swing when the game begins, none of these fits the idea that the loss of the matrix will return Optimus to a pre-war state, where he will not recognize his allies (in the exit novel Bumblebee was one of those who accompanied him to it as the core), megatron would still be unaware of his friend and not an enemy. It made more sense for Aptomos to return to a less skilled, less certain version of
himself (something closer to the TFA Optimus for example), who is not able to match Megatron and need to goon the quest to re-earn the matrix and restore hisss memories. Or it may fake it's basically a drama rule, but we can say that it's not supposed to be deleting directly to data as it does from a computer. These are mechanical life forms and not just machines, there are ways to eliminate memories of the human brain but it is still
great She's going to wipe out her medical school or something, not only that, the shock of events has left him confused and more open to manipulation. It is likely that autobot will become back before his memories actually return entirely because of his nature, and whatever story Megatron comes up with to keep the head as 'Con is going to be revealed because of the idealogical differences inherent between the two. So is Unicron
dead (an extension of that term, I know) now, and therefore don't appear again, or come back later? The impression I got is that he was returned to hibernation and did not die would not be surprised if someone was not trying to wake him up again / tap his authority / do something with him later, though (last I checked, i worked as a for Unicron). Moreover, if he is dead, it is hard that Unicron's blood can revive dead transformers (make
them come back wrong) - so can Unicron be revived from his own blood? Will they really use a prominent and threatening character in season one? I have my sincere doubts that Optimus brought him back to sleep anyway that doesn't mean he can't wake up again and he didn't claim at some point that Season 2 would be about preventing Unicron from waking up and destroying the earth. Too late, it seems that this claim was just a
diversion from the real Season 2 plot regarding Orion Pax. I'm thinking that as Season 2 goes along we'll see subtle hints of Unicron coming back while the Autobots try to restore Optimus. Even if Unicron dies it means he's dead in that universe extinguishing the Unicron spark will only send to another reality where trouble begins all over again. I guess there was just confusion and people saw a preview of the season finale and thought
it was a preview of season 2. Not dead, returned through Megatron in (Predaquin) Rising while it is clear that Meg's rules of fear, why is it that the side of Soundwave looks resistant to another leader taking charge (primarily Starscream)? Yes, Star Cream is a bastard who is not as strong as Meg, but he is also sane, knows how to play for his officers to ensure their cooperation and punish them in appropriate ways, and generally less
likely because you have failed me and only I can defeat him for a moment. Starscream has many disadvantages, but given how efficient this incarnation is, it's strange that his grip on decepticons leadership is portrayed as rather weak when it is clear that the incumbent does not play with a full deck on a good day and spends a lot of time scolding or beating his subordinates for a big and small failure. Technically, part of it is tradition,
and part of it is skepticism. Remember that at the beginning of the Starscream era, vehicons were skeptical that the cry could be more effective compared to Lord Megatron. Consider: Megatron leads decepticons to destroy cybertron. It's true that it was destroyed, but it was a success. Battles. If they had a leader so strongly, why did they put confidence in a lieutenant he was still demanding, but not always as efficient as he was. Also
consider the Arachnid mini revolution. Note that despite the short knockout interception, no one raises an objection until Soundwave intervenes. Maybe the power (Megatron) isn't as big as you might assume or they all know about Soundwave loyalty doesn't die and know that it can and will beat the scrap of anyone trying to grab the power of Megatron. There is also the fact that it is a planet they are about to explode. The negatives
may respect Megatron's power, but they have lost contact with him as usual and waiting for him puts them all at risk. Airachnid was a good point that no one (save Soundwave) will dispute: the current situation is bad for Decepticons, and they should seriously consider leaving. No one seems to really have such an idea, but can't argue with its logic. Soundwave kicking Airachnid'sft silenced it through both intimidation and displaying how
weak it was, and therefore not worth judging, it was. One of Starscream's plans is to melt the Arctic ice cap by a giant laser. One of the possible side effects he mentioned is flooding. However, in real life the Arctic was melting in its entirety it would not raise the sea level of an inch: there is no earth under the Arctic, and therefore in already floating waters. If the Antarctic cream star melts, which does not fall on the earth's surface, then
we will be in a state of palpitations. While the ice cap itself is above water, the Arctic Circle includes some of the land masses covered by glaciers (E.G., Greenland, or Northern Scandinavia). Perhaps in one of those sites what we have is basically an example in the universe of blatant not fact-checking. Even so, the negatives still have a powerful weapon with the possibility of demolishing a small town at least, it was inevitable that the
laser would need to take it down anyway. Except Fowler was worried about the floods, not Starcrim, why is the show so different from the game? Visuals, history, looks more like bayformers than the game? It's a bit like the differences between the original animation and the Marvel comic. It's the same basic story and the universe, but they have different ways of portraying it. Both WFC, Exit, and Head are based on the same 354-page
Bible production, which details the history and traditions of the universe. As mentioned before, it's more like a parallel between G1 animation and Marvel comedy, in that it takes place mainly within the same universe, but portrays events in its own way. Moreover, while they take place under the same continuity, creative teams have quite a bit of leeway in crafting their stories, and are able to craft the best stories that can even mean
some contradictions here and there between other entries within the same continuity. books, games and animations are set in the same universe but their and The signs continue but the feeling but there are different writers, shows contradictions (different looking characters) but are still generally similar enough to fit to some extent. If you need an explanation in the universe, it may be since wFC happened a few million years ago
before Team Prime came to Earth, and they simply had plenty of time in the meantime to make adjustments to themselves. In Orion Pax Part 1, Megatron says it's Soundwave scanning all the sharp data from their computers. But when Orion Pax searches for Optimus Prime, he gets a picture. Why did optimus' name come back with anything? Ratchett was supposed to be autobot's commander since the beginning of the war.
Especially if it goes directly against you. He didn't wipe the computers, he sterilized them (encrypted) them. Purifying all references to Optimus from the database would leave a lot of gaps to be practical (insert Ratchet for Appetymus, then you have to insert someone else where ratchet was, and so on). Maybe they had less than a day to get everything. Also, Megatron knew the deception wouldn't last long, so fake records only had to
last until Orion decrypted Autobot files. If Star Cream and Oreo hadn't shown their curiosity, it would probably have worked. As awesome as Orion Pax Part 3, one thing doesn't bother me a bit. When Megatron saw, from across the space bridge cave that Jack was restoring orion's memories as optimus president, did he shoot a formidable cannon on his arm in Jack, but instead chose to charge across the cave in them, giving Jack the
time he needed to recreate Optimus? It doesn't make sense for Megatron to forget that he had the cannon at a moment like this. There is also a consideration that in such a case, it is not uncommon to come out of strategic thinking directly out of the window. Frankly, he saw defeat looming and panic. I'm sure the destruction of the matrix was the plan the whole time but yes, Megatron saw his carefully crafted scheme - which stood on
the brink of success despite so many failures - crumble before his eyes, and was a reaction of irrational instinct. Why hasn't Megatron removed Optimus Compton weapons? This may have identified Orion's suspicions, especially given that their weapons had not been removed. And it would have made Orion know he had guns. I'm not the type who thinks humans shouldn't walk across the screen, but do Autobots by this point really
think Decepticons will take care of the kids who saw Vehicon or two two months ago? Isn't it now clear 'the biggest fish cons to fry and that the danger in children of being around a giant robot war is also a factor (see one must fall down)? It's not The other series went further to justify the presence of kids, but no Allspark map in a pair of glasses, no macguffin related sound that only they could hear, no magic key. There were no
humans who were constantly with Autobots despite being completely redundant since Spike and Sparkplug. Because Jack has two 'cons' as personally invested in killing him (one of which he would like to.. do things to him first), Rafe has hacked out Soundwave on what looks like three non-consecutive occasions, and Miko ... It's Miko. If you are assigned to protect someone, and then become an incredibly close friend with that
person, do I show them the door just because you decided they no longer need to be guarded? Besides, after what happened with Scraplets, Predator ygma vectors, they may see that there is some sort of hidden strategic value to their presence in making small things fall into place. Anyone in the Autobots' position has funnyly outnumbered them must be a complete idiot for throwing allies away, no matter how small and crushing they
may be. The children, especially Jack and Rafe, have proven their worth to the autobot case at this stage. Rafe Aids Ratchet in Autobot adaptation and human technology, Jack impressed the head so much that he'd trust the boy with one of the most important elements he owns, and even Miko showed some useful trick. Besides, having a group of humans willing to go to areas where giant transforming alien robots can't (as well as
government ghosts) without drawing unwanted attention will be vital in a secret war. He was briefly recitaling in the rising darkness, that having an emotional connection to the planet gives them an additional incentive to protect him. They imagined that if the negatives were going to keep it, they might put their roots down and treat the earth as infact their home. The description of Dreadwing kinda breaks down when you look at it. He's
supposed to be an honorable warrior so far in his first episode he used bombs to kill sea spray and used ambush tactics on a buglet and blasthead. Neither of these matters seems very honorable to me, so what does it give? Maybe he's honest about Descons only or just a good liar that he's probably honest in the sense that he's loyal and will obey any terms he's agreed to, but enemy soldiers in times of war is a fair game. Dreising
may be honest, but he's not stupid, he'll abide by the rules of conflict, but bombs and ambush tactics are perfectly permitted. Dreddweng would have kept negotiating a ceasefire with Optimus, but Megatron will double the cross when it's in his favor. Everything is fair in love and war (Dresing) will do what it takes to kill you, but if he gives you his word, it is as good as gold. What's with On the Sierra? Is it because of Jack X-Arcy? She is
a human being, and therefore despised in principle by Fandom. But it's not mikko that alone should raise its proportions not to mention that even the WMG page this article has one WMG with a sierra call on the hand or daughter of Silas (although the latter can easily be a joke). Coming from troper who originally posted the latter, it was a joke. It was just a random theory of breaking and this whole Sierra is now hated by Vandom is the
news to me. Admittedly, I often hold sympathy for the characters a lot of people hate (I'm the one who sympathizes with Shinji Ikari and considerhis instability and somewhat timid behavior to be sparkling refrigerator rather than poor writing), Sierra is generally one model I hate: the girl who is there for the sole purpose of having male lead like her. The reason is that half the series doesn't revolve around everyone trying to get her and
Jack together, and she (so far) avoided the whole she's just getting kidnapped, because the specific guy loves her vulgar. Five will get ten you get a brain makeover with Arcee at some point... Sorry, wrong page... Well, Megatron is pretty much defined by his incredible pride and arrogance; Not even God (Unicron) can be despised by a proud saying. And yet when the insects defeated Airrachnid, he proudly wore his past as a gladiator
like a badge of honor. Rat Street is satisfied or not, and lord and lukewarm like Megatron certainly that recognizing himself as a wrestler is basically recognizing that he is a slave, which no one of the megatronss across multiverses ever did willingly. Does anyone else consider this to be a contradiction with his proud nature? In this context he boasts of his combat skills, something he honed as a wrestler, without that experience, he
certainly would not be able to overcome Insecticon. His boasts about this part of his past to convince his troops would be strange, I agree, but this is a Megatron who triumphed only by himself in a brutal battle against a powerful, brutal opponent. In this case, it's more than yes, still got it. Megatron is obsessed with personal power and was quite willing to give up useful assets such as collapse because the latter was captured by
Bonnie Humans. I think it's likely that Megatron boasts about being a former wrestler, since he went from being a slave to a decibel leader. Megatron also makes the point of saying that he was a wrestler of The Kaun, which is most fully aware that it is the capital of Dispton these days. Even if he admits he was a slave, it also brings to mind the image that even so as such, he makes his universe. Almost its own small badge of power in
taking the same place you once in slave as the center of your own rule. His boast has nothing to do with saying that he is a slave with everything he says: that's how Hard I am. I've been literally kicking my zadan Life, and don't ever forget it. The whole reason for Megatron to start the war was to eliminate the class system, and that some individuals would not escape their lower status. He was on the bottom of the ladder as a miner but
fought his way up to be one of the most badass cybertron warriors ever experienced. It is not about pride in his circumstances, but about what he has become in spite of his circumstances. When someone thought they had found a bigger stick, he was quick to remind him that it was not easy to defeat him. At the end of Orion Pax Part 3, Autobots, relatively infected, are fully assembled and fight Megatron. Why ya why call to back off
instead of fighting Megatron? They couldn't have better odds. Granted, he was fairly head out of it since he just got his memories back, but until he knew enough he had to fight Megatron, he should have been smart enough to achieve this was the best shot they had to take out Megatron... Ever. For that matter, why didn't they throw it across the space bridge that is still open on the abandoned Cybertron and then destroy the space
bridge, so they threw it there? Sure, it could have been flown back to earth eventually (it did so once in the dark), but that still bought autobots a lot of much needed recovery time. Megatron returned to Earth through Spacebridge 1.0. He's going to be stuck on Cyberton forever, or until Spacebridge 3.0 is online. Relatively infected are a very broad class -- a few moments earlier, they could hardly stand. They were all fairly out of it. In
addition, their only goal was to get Optimus back - we're talking about the kind of one-minded focus that makes people forget to eat, sleep and even urinate until they reach their goal. Add in the presence of a small squishy human being, retreat is really the only option. The simplest answer is that death is not cheap in this series. (Maronite Megatron would be like killing him.) Even if autobots did not manage to defeat Megatron, there is
nothing to prevent him from calling in backups that would easily overwhelm the team in their situation, especially when they have jack to protect. Better to complete the task, take the head and run instead of risking what little they have and make the whole case useless. Optimus was the one who called for a retreat he had just arrived (mentally) to the scene and had no idea where they were or what was going on, just that they were on
enemy territory and that Megatron was there, kicking the dice. Looking at those things, the retreat was certainly the right call. They have accomplished their mission, changing plans on something very sensitive that may end badly for them. Saving and running was reasonable. In Prime Nimes, how does Silas match autobots in hand-to-hand combat? Silas boasts of his combative prowess, but he deals with men with centuries if not
experience, and he takes them on with an intuitive interface. Yes, it has a size. And not being able to feel pain on most of them, but you imagine trying to fight someone remotely is just really effective when fighting in extreme range. Not to mention that its controller is set up closer to a truck than anything resembling a human body, which means that its combat experience will be as viable as any random sofa kombat mortal technique. It
is clear that that quilt was complementing his simple moves there is a part where the screen targets parts of Optimus. Why, when Silas was about to be crushed, didn't he just get out of the way? granted, perhaps faster than he seemed, but still. Deer in the effect of headlights. He didn't lose his composure just before, and he didn't seem to realize that his robot was the thing that came through the roof until it broke. Another thing, which
is likely to be an animated error, but why is arcee maintaining secret surveillance by not having a hologram? It's not a mistake it only uses a 3D image when you're in populated areas on an empty highway, it has time to activate it before anyone can get close enough to see the difference. (As for this particular situation, the MECH will recognize it regardless, so why bother?) In this case, secrecy means more quiet and sneaky than it
does disguised. Just where was Soundwave, hit out, and dreadwing S during Armada? You would think they would defend the enemy from the insect swarm, but none of them appear even for a second. Keep in mind that Soundwave is busy cracking the Iacon code which is far to a value for risk, no matter what badass may be. Dreadwing and hit are likely to be busy tracking down The Macguffins Soundwave already managed to
locate. The next episode showed them all on board an enemy, but presumably they were fighting insecticons comfortably offscreen or something. In Prime Nimes, why do other characters immediately jump to the conclusion that Optimus turned evil after a mysterious truck tries to run Fowler off the road? Did they all forget the time that Diskinson's spy infiltrated their base by disguising him as an autobot? I can understand if it was
Fowler who suggested that Optimus had gone over to Decepticons (it sounds like a paranoid type to me) but in fact it was Mikko who said it first. And Beltherhead and Arce are so convinced that they're actually pulling their weapons on Optimus when he gets back to base for this matter. He never mentioned his transformation on everything they knew he could be an angry truck driver with a grudge against Fowler (Fowler also strikes
me as a kind that would attract enemies). It's the little details that made everyone believe for example, Fowler observed the Autobot code on the grill, which is not exactly something any truck driver has on their grill. Secondly, the spy was temporary, which had the ability to change forms, and they sent again with a grenade strapped to him, so maybe they figured they weren't. Optimus probably also designed a fairly distinct, as they
commented that it looked like Optimus. Besides, they knew that Optimus was a once-detosable. All these things together made the team suspicious, and with humans to protect, they probably wanted a definite confirmation before letting their leader out of the hook. Why doesn't the decepticons fly in robot mode? Decepticons are robots just like Autobots. Putting their car doesn't necessarily translate into every dexpetton having a
jetpack. It can fly in robot mode in the G1 animation. Why isn't he here? I suppose it doesn't really matter in the grand scheme of things and certainly doesn't affect my enjoyment of the show. Sounds like such a curious choice that I wondered if there was a particular reason they went in that direction. Because this is not a G1 carton. The only difference between Autobot and Decepticon's head is the selection of the faction while in the
Cartoon G1, the discount originally designed as war machines by Quintessons so aviation was likely to be considered necessary to establish air superiority. If you ask why the distikons who have a flying vehicle mode can fly in the form of a robot, this is a better question. The same reason that Autobots are not as fast in Android mode as they are in car mode: one mode capabilities do not necessarily transfer to the other. Modifications
that allow them to fly when they are car-shaped do not apply to a completely different shape where all those parts are used in other capacities. You can't expect a quick trip when your wings are folded into your chest and your boosters are somewhere in your back. The G1 animation didn't care much about justifying transformer capabilities so they could just do about anything the book felt like doing it today, much like any other 80 in the
80's commercial animation of the game. Better question: Why haven't we seen any Vehicons in car mode since the pilot? IIRC they've only flown ever since, with none of them driving. Hilarious appeared in the last episode - Smokedives Smokedives off from Nemesis, Megatron commandicons near him to follow and picks two overs and throws them off. One in a plane, the other in the car. When the kids were trying to hide from Fowler
in the five-part pilot, why didn't Mikko just cut down the guitar? I think Fowler won't pay attention to a random wire on the floor a) it's miko, working before the thought of making meat. b) Even if the guitar has been plugged, the suddenly taut line movement going slack has attracted Fowler's attention. It's a loss c) it's moved the plot forward. Is Hardshel dead or alive? It could be either, but given that David Kay was great in this episode...
Given that he survived falling into a pit of lava to shoot Bulkhead in the back, I'm sure this isn't the last we've seen from King Insecticon. Better. MAY BULKHEAD STILL BE ALIVE? In toxicity, why didn't Bulkhead just bring totk-in-the-base and get rid of it properly there? Keeping it on his person in the hope of embodiment in the volcano only risked him losing sonsed and gave him a near-fatal dose of stuff. If he has enough time to drop
that grenade and make a get away before the bugs got to the site, he'd get enough time to get him stamped in the caddy and take him back to the base through the ground bridge instead. None of the others were about actually doing any getting rid of it - it seemed that Ratchett was the first time, and S bulkhead only gets about two minutes later. He supposedly felt it was safer to get rid of him just by risking getting him back to base at
all. Why not the ground bridge back to the base, then a ground bridge to the edge of the volcano? Would it limit the time he was exposed to, and prevent the insects from getting their hands on it? Heck, why not just put the lid back on the container? I think that in a convoy, Optimus says it is unwise to transport particularly dangerous materials across the ground bridge, because if the materials in question are damaged they can seep
through the ground bridge and pollute huge areas. Given how humans are prone to Energon and Energon dark, it stands out to the reason that the harmful subtype would be worse for them... Plus, do you really want to deal with something that dangerous in your home? As for putting the lid back on the container, Bulkhead realized (rightly so) a booby trap would be a good idea, what with the hunt by a group of hugely powerful
berserker killing machines and all. Sacrificing the container was a worthwhile gamble, but booby trap took out one of the bugs and bought Bulkhead time. I don't mind too much, but does anyone have any idea when to stop is going to an end? Sometime between August and October, apparently... August 24, the new epsiode is a hurt call, apparently involving Miko and Jack Wall go in search of revenge... Here's something I haven't
seen yet, which surprises me. In the pilot of five episodes, Megatron flings what was essentially all the dark Energon was through the space bridge and on cybertron, lifting every Cybertronian corpse on the planet to form his army. Now, I can buy that they launched themselves into space (how is another question) and got killed (..a...... Re-snitthes? When the space bridge went kablooie. But how, when Arce and Jack go to Cybertron at
the beginning of season two, there's no evidence of any dark Energon, when we explicitly show that it's affecting the entire planet? Do things fade away after a moment? Why didn't it affect insect mites - or Vector Prime for that matter? This will take some time, and I'm not even sure these are good answers. In the case of Sigma Carrier, I'm guessing that without a key, it was impossible to corrupt (head locks?). to the insect guards,
And I get the feeling that though Energon does not work on a) revival of the dead, b) being nonfatal to Megatrons, c) being semifatal on contact or constant exposure to living cybertronians, and D) able to repair inanimate ships, we actually have no idea if dark energy affects transformers in hibernation mode. There is also the possibility that the special insect, as suspended from a bridge, is far enough away from the blasting area so
that it is relatively unaffected. Finally, for lack of evidence, it's been a long time since I saw the pilot, so I'm not quite sure how it spread, but there are any number of theories of how it works. Kaun could have been very far from where the explosion occurred, and maybe even unaffected, if you remembered those lines at all. It may be that since Cybertron was built over Primus, that despite his fatal injury, he could cleanse his brother's
blood from his system. Or, as a third alternative, perhaps the book was just a banking that was too long for their young audience, they had forgotten about those simple details. (Ok, even another one is just lame, but since there are so many animations/continuing errors that he tore through this series, it's not inaudible) the only reasonable theory now seems to be that (despite the evidence on screen) a wave of dark Energon spawning
Terrorcons on Cybertron did not cover the whole planet. Because if it were, she would have thought that Shockwave had noticed that, what would it be like that Was rheat's first autobot coming back, when it appears that he was out for several hours, so that it was dark when he left wherever he was? Not only this, but according to tritheation, all 4 monuments were in the North and South American region as well as Antartica. How is it
that Rahchet was not only the first again, but was out for a long time, that even at the equator, it was still sunny when bulkhead returned? We don't honestly know how long others went, but maybe it was a decent amount of time given how much they all had to cover in their searches. As for sunsets, I just chalk up to the dramatic transcend consistency. It won't be the first geographical or temporal error that went under the radar. Why
does Dreadwing blame Optimus for killing Skyquack? Soundwave viewed footage of the battle and it was clear that the bee that killed him. Yes, I also cried when Bulkhead became a vegetable for the rest of his life at the close of the hart, but wasn't it tox-en stored in a special casing that prevented the spread of this poison? Couldn't the big man close the lid on that bastard and then carry him instead of carrying a cold turkey and
suffering from radiation poisoning from it? The bulk needed to leave tot-on can be where he was so that his booby trap against insecticons would work. Why does cybertronians seem unable to switch without analyzing a human vehicle first? Both Skyquake and Dreadwing didn't turn before the robbery Similarly for Wheeljack. We don't even see Arcee or Cliffjumper converting out of the past at all. Is there really a reason? The simplest
reason is that the art team does not have to design and then go to a large account to present a 3D model of altmode that will only be on the screen every five minutes. That's fair enough, but Optimus Head explicitly states that the lack of Skyquake in swing mode gives him a Bu bumblebee advantage. In cases of Airachnid and Dreadwing, you can manually not turn them and need to scan away, but not Skyquake. Optimus' statement in
itself is probably trying to handwaving why Skyquake didn't try to go all the dead from above until Fowler came along. After that, the manual waves were in place and did not need to be mentioned again for Airachnid and Dreadwing. Instead, Skyquake could be taken in a slump for so long that he couldn't turn until he got a new one. It can be assumed that some Cybertronians return to a non-conversion form in order to conserve
energy, which would explain Wheeljack (single), Smokescreen (prisoner) and Skyquake (in stagnation). Using an alternative model is most useful when you expect to be in a regular combat scenario, which the head team found themselves all the time, plus robots in camouflage the mantra while on the ground. You deserve a cake, so how did Smokescreen know he'd need a stage shifter to get Star Cream out of your father's armor?
No one told him Star Cream had your father's shield, did he? Hmmm... Or maybe they told him off-screen and moreover, he mentions that he is stationed in Iacon, and spent enough time with Alpha Trion to find out that he directed Optimus. Little is also being bored a lot, so it's a good chance he's passed time by reading the Iacon database (hence his gritter phase recognition as soon as he saw him). To the first, if so, this is
dissapointing; Second... True, but that wouldn't have told him Starscream was in possession of your father's shield. didn't show up instead of telling. Smokescreen recognized the stage shifter in sight of him and used it without pushing, which shows that he had the knowledge that fits his background very clearly. It's not the goal. But he didn't know that (Star Cream) has a shield (your father) the point is not the stage shifter out of
nowhere - it didn't, it was good. But he did not explain how he knew, at this point where he went, that he even needed it. Smokescreen is still green when it comes to combating. Even without your father's shield, Starscream is a dangerous opponent to have to go against. Having a stage shifter has given Smokescreen an advantage. He used his head to fight an opponent who had much more experience than him as it turns out that
Smokescreen just really liked that this is the versatility of using. So maybe he brought it because. Sometimes writing doesn't cover all the rules but sometimes jump ing from A to C and hopefully follow the audience though not to be told/b shows. The fact is that taking the time to explain all the details to Smokescreen is to relieve unnecessary information blindly (as the audience is before the character on the point), and in 22 minutes
show you making every effort to skip unnecessary parts. I think he could have shrunk in some additional detail about his being told about your father's shield, but the real point is that Smokescreen used his intuition to prove his worth to the team. So, why didn't Agent Fowler flash a badge to Rafe's mother and tell her that he was helping the government with top-secret cases that weren't cleared of her knowledge, but that required his
unique computer miracle skills? You will take him out of any other situations in the long run, and get them to understand any slight slips in his grades. Because that will make his mother very much suspicious of why the government needs her child specifically and what exactly will make him do it that she can't know she wants to raise a lot of questions for her than you're answering and possibly causing her to become overprotective in
response to this potentially unknown new danger to her son. Hi ma'am, I'm a rav master fits much better with the current situation. He also solves the question of Rafe's grades, because (from his mother's point of view) if he has a teacher, that means he is working to return them. As long as he doesn't come home with his hair burning, no one will wonder i stayed late in working with my teacher in the study group as an excuse for what
it was. Of course, given that the Rafe family is now being transferred by the government, they may have a lot of questions. In The Human Factor, the Map of the United States on the Autobots screen is missing Louisiana. An error in animation or a bonus frame freeze explaining the results of Unicron's wrath at the end of the first season? That's because it was cut in Texas... What? The state within Texas on the map didn't go, someone
failed the model and the state moved over Texas. There's a geographical joke out there, but if I can find it. When Rafe almost kicks the bucket back at the end of Season 1, we were told that energon doesn't like human tissue. Sue... What will MECH use to run Silas! Collapse? Maybe they separated it from the fuel lines or it's a fuel for Rav's theory is a robot... Dark Energon is harmful to humans. Normal energon was used to neutralize
it without damaging THERF, suggesting that normal stuff has little effect on human tissues. Another series photographs normal energon as it has little effect to anything on organic matter. So, is Silas now an unembodied head still alive somehow without a heart and lungs, or does he have to worry about knowing how to use the bathroom? We're not really sure how much C.Y.L.A.S is still human. There may be a large part of his original
body inside or not. Began His body was covered with a permanent life support system, which explains why they used a neural interface instead of manual controls. Why in the world did Dreadwing appear in the last 4 episodes? You'd think that the 2nd or third stronger con, Megatron will bust him a little more despite his failure with your father's shield. Heck, having him all over in Saber Star has really kept autobots at bay with him
helping to coordinate the defense. I'm sure Soundwave is the second strongest (in cunning). Anyway, Dreadwing is probably on an important mission, and just hasn't shown up yet. Dreadwing does its job: being the second in Megatron command. A good 2IC does not work necrosis so that the boss can do important things - like, for example, try to pull the prime sword out of the stone. Compiling statistics on the use of ammunition,
dealing with the fact that the Ship 8 Nemesis Bay temperature is five degrees cooler than it should be, review ing the Starcream energon mine - these are competent things, and a reliable executive officer not even his commander should. And (dresing) is exactly that (and his job in this role probably doesn't help him the fact that 1. both of his predecessors in this position were not really competent or reliable (at least as second in
command) and 2. he has to do (most) the collapse job now too (e.g., for example, checking miners late in reporting)... On the other hand, why didn't Rachet call in Wheeljack to help Smokescreen in Episode 20? I know he still feels bitter in his face, but he's still a soldier and backup that can help (with rockets if necessary!). Bitterness aside, you'll probably take longer for Jack's wall to go from anywhere he was currently to smokescreen
from groundbride to the main group, then groudbridge them from the base to the battle. Even if Will Jack shows up, they still need the prime minister's power to demand Star Saber without pulling a giant rock with her. You're not thinking about the gates. He still had Wayne Jack landing his ship, and bridge the earth out of there and to the base, then the ground bridge to where he is (Smokish). This will not take long considering that it is
a constant fact that many successive grounbridging is not a big deal. Rachie probably knows that you'll be prime minister to remove Saber Star. In addition, he had a problem with the rest of the head team being from contact and sending them on a wild goose hunt. Bringing Optimus solves all problems at once. It was later confirmed that it was explicitly because of the way Winjack loose cannon worked that she stopped calling him
over. So, you are at war for your planet and the enemy is winning. He has no grumbling about your erasure of the man and once it ends up with you it is likely to start in other planets you have a big sword super shaking that can land warships, can easily turn into a tide in any land battle, and can only be practiced by a particular person On your side, this means no risk of being reversed against you. When the chips are down and you
lose this war you... Send this incredibly powerful, tide turning the weapon into space? The relics were moved to prevent her arrest, suggesting that the hall was (or was about to) under siege. Maybe there was no time or resources to get the sword for someone who could use it. Also, keep in mind that this was the personal weapon of the first converter ever, the equivalent of a sword that is known and confirmed that it was a
characteristic feature of The Bible Adam. Religious and cultural veneration will make everyone more reluctant to allow it to be used under any circumstances. Based on what we've seen of Shifter Stage's ability to see the tunnel, in the new recruit shouldn't have smoke passed through the shield and cream stars? Moreover, since Starscream wasn't wearing the Shifter stage, how does he pass through the shield to begin with? In seeing
the tunnel it was used by someone who had no idea what it was, how it works, or what it could do. Smoky knows what he's doing, and with his knowledge of the effects of Iacon, he probably knows how to do a lot of tricks with it that bee won't. There are probably a lot of neat little adjustments you can do with it for all sorts of tricks. Based on alpha; Omega can assume that the 'default' setting is 'stage through anything but flooring',
while the knowledgable user can 'move' the transition phase into a holdobjected object as well. Like, for example, star cream. Or Optimus Prime too: Energon's dark explosions can't touch anything in stages. explained in the inside post. Why not keep Megatron taking great advantage of The Dark Energon if he already learned that he and Unicron don't get along very well, use the former granting control of the latter? Simple. As far as he
knows, Unicron won't be a problem again, or at least, for a good time. Why get rid of something that proves to be an advantage when the only reason it's not gone? If anything, in his eyes, Unicron being taken down is a reason to use dark Energon all over it. No shame. How did saber break the alpha omega star? Isn't it supposed to be an invincible legendary weapon it's broken because it's being hit by another weapon forged by the
same hammer and composed of evil in crystal form. Also much newer (and one might assume, more obvious) weapon as well. Saber Star has broken before in other stories where he was much more powerful. Saber The Dark Star is a weapon that was forged by the same device used to create the original. There may be something explicitly powerful, but it is still probably vulnerable to something created for the sole purpose of
destroying it. It's like a Kryptonian bullet, it doesn't make Superman any less powerful for the fact that he was injured by something like that. How can Solus head be so stupid that you allow any cybertronian to just attach a dead arm of any them to practice forge? She knows that the appendages are left in tact and the Septonians can take care of them. This disaster was probably waiting to happen at the time the Forge was created, it
was thought that no cypertronian ever descended into something like that. I remember that when T-Keogh was robbed of Bumblebee, the deposit of decepticons was quickly rejected because of the fact that he thought even Megatron would not descend into that horrible act - and also the pure optimus shock in seeing the prime megatron arm. It's simply something that hasn't been done. (So far...) Indeed, Megatron has been sitting on
the hammer for months and months, when he already had a way to get to Cyberton. He even considered it when it became clear that the head now had the ability to eliminate it with a flick of his wrist, and dreing is not quite happy at the prospect. Swap cybertronians with humans, and suddenly you have human stitching on another body arm. This is something out of the Frankenstein monster can you blame Solos Prime for not thinking
that anyone would descend into this decline? Solos Head may not be able to stop forge from work for any prime minister, or make forging disclosure spoofing whether a person is using a real head or just using a party. In addition, it seems that the original Primes and the war with Unicron precedecybertron's mass population, so restricting the use of Forge may not have occurred to her at all, making any form of security a happy
accident. I only thought about this after watching inside a post. After Star Cream invaded the Autobot base, why didn't he pick up your father's shield at that time? If he has time to recover omega keys, why not pick up his favorite shield as well? He would have had to use his second rocket to get it, and he didn't want to risk being unarmed. As it turned out, it was a good idea. as he was in a hurry. He only had a short supply of
superspeed, and your father Armor was bad for a quick escape. The shield also does not make him invincible, as he was defeated both times he went to battle with it. Where did Star Cream get all his missiles? He had 2 of the shoot, 2 from Armada, 1 from the new recruit and 2 from inside the post. It has been proven before that he cannot turn his hands into weapons because there is no T-gear, so how can this factor in him use
natural rockets on his wrists? Does it restock its sides/reproduce it if it is being low? How does he continue to get more? He's currently based at a (half) crashed warship; This may sound like a stupid question but, how did Alpha Trion get the last Omega key inside Smokescreen? I figured it was in need of a stage shifter for it, which would have already been launched into space by the time iacon's cons attacked right? Phase Shifter
was the fastest and easiest way to do this, but putting Smokescreen in recession and using traditional surgery is still quite usable. How to A cream star just broke into Nemesis? How did he know Megatron wouldn't blow his head off and hold the keys? Because it was, at the moment, high on all that cybertronian equator of adrenaline is having snatched the keys right out from under the noses of the autobots. Plus, he's a cream star --
do you really think he'll come up with a decent plan? This just happened to me when I re-watched the scene of the fighting in the triangulation; When he's a generous star in Your Father's Armor, where does the Cable Suite go? There is nowhere close to enough space in the shield for that. Maybe it goes to the same hummerbees the shield comes out of... Arcee mechanism sometimes folds down when it's in the funk, but maybe
starscream can do the same? Surely you can - watch Armada and see how clonescream wings fold down when it gets scared. Or patch, when Starcream starts panic during correction, they do the same. Speaking of Hummer Space: What's up with the Megatron fusion cannon? In its form robot Megs lost his brand weapon when he went with the arm of the dead head look. But the movement has consistently kept the cannon in alternate
mode; Maybe he's folding away now in android mode? We know for absolute certainty that it's gone in standard form, as Megatron Dreadwing's Abandoned Cannon is used to shoot Dreadwing in regeneration. The same reason as mentioned in other HS'ers here: production cost. I don't know how they make or change models (not to mention the monetary cost or time to do it) but I strongly doubt the cheap or fast as the gun highlight
and hit Ctrl + X. Especially when you think about how little time Megatron actually spends in his altmode. Finally, I consider it proof that he will eventually recover his original arm. They've had Forge for a while now, so maybe they've got satisfaction in guarding him, especially when the more important and recently acquired artifacts on board. Dreising was the second man in Megatron, either had a permit, or he told the guards he did. It's
a dark hour on (Cybertron) and Obobots need all the resources that can defend the only way to revive their planet - they couldn't even spare one's bot for childcare. So, my question is, where is Wayne Jack in all this? Moreover, why didn't Megatron take any rattler with him on the job? You think it's such an important fun, they want their berserkers at hand for the executors. For the first time, Wheeljack was going rogue and it was
possible that they could contact him. For the second, Megatron didn't expect the autobots to show up. stealing the paper, until Ratchett respected his new sort in quickly disposed of. The theme running this season was about the dangers of the UN team and with Smokescreen the Autobots made it clear that they would not ignore the wild card just because they needed the numbers. As a follow-up matter with regard to the battle, it
became clear by knockout that the stage mutant was aware of himself enough not to phase through the ground, but isn't that exactly what Smokescreen does in battle? The same reason why it passes through the ground after free fall however that intuitive interface works, it can find out when you don't or don't want to stage through the surface. It seems that half manual control and half intuitive control, to use the full potential
Smokescreen needs to run but there are a lot of variables requiring constant patching with controls. How did Megatron find out where the Autobot base was? Either in the same way as the children - Soundwave - or via a tracking device on kids tanks. It was a matter of narrowing the alternatives, the three children were from Jasper and there were some candid encounters in the surrounding area (High Dark: Part I Metal Speed,
Crossak, Hard Knocks), and maybe it was just putting two and two together and determining that the supposedly abandoned rockets silo a few miles outside the city would be a convenient location. I personally think that Megatron only knows the general location of the Autobot base, but can't pin its exact location point. So he was targeting the Omega lock in Jasper, knowing that the U.S. military would investigate the source of the



electronic beam and most likely gather at the Autobot base because it was an extraterrestrial threat. When Fowler arrives at the crime scene, all Megatron needs is for Soundwave to set Fowler's helicopter to its destination. How can autobots be completely unprepared if the Dysbyons know where their base is? They could have made a rear base or had a self-destruct function so that one wouldn't have to stay behind to destroy the
ground bridge. It is possible that years of inactivity left them satisfied with themselves. Besides, the decepticons may not be expected to find their base due to heavy shielding and careful defense. Was Agent Fowler's helicopter modified to have an Energon cannon or something? Because if not, megatron should be more concerned about the possibility of human urination. Fowler managed to land two seemingly conventional firepower
(kill two others by dodging the killer but that's not something you can load on to a ship). Humanity can field a lot of people from decepticons can, and the sheer weight of numbers may be enough for megatron's ability to run at least his ship. We know that Fowler always spoils himself with autobot technology (hence his free jet mask), so maybe it's specially modified. Instead weak on their backs. They are also all mooks, by definition
they are supposed to be killed en masse. Given the number of autobots who were slaughtered, it is surprising that the Dyspton has a lot to lie about. The shooting of mech infantrymen was able to force Bulkhead to his knees in the process: collapse. It is possible that Fowler helped himself to some anti-transformer shots while turning off the MECH facility, such as one from Criscross or The Nisms Prime. And we know that Heus of
Mitch has been modified with logic energy weapons, and Fowler has one now, too. Why wasn't anything omega-lock designed to automatically do its job if the planet was to go asleep? That would be an additional fantastic bonus of completely dispensing its potential as a weapon to erase non-cybertronian life on other planets. Heck, why even make it so that it can do it for other planets? The Primes may have built it with the intention
of obtaining it to recover electronic damage in the outcome of the war, but it wanted to be deliberate in use so as not to over-do re-establish restoration projects. My guess was that the Omega lock was meant as a quick fix device first. Hence why omega keys were so important: safety protocol to prevent improper political use. I'm thinking that when it was done, cybertronians weren't aware of life elsewhere, so didn't even consider it.
It's just that megatron is much more ruthless than the tools that were originally dedicated to. The ability to recast other planets was not the intention, Megatron used the space bridge to make it able to do so. As much as preventing them from using them on other planets... Being able to cyber space other planets may actually be one of it's functions. Remember, transformers did not colonize other planets again in the day, so being able
to make other planets more compatible was useful. This may actually be the original purpose of Omega Lock, because it is unlikely that the original preface or Primus expected anyone to make the planet unlivable. Maybe they didn't think anyone would be so brutal that he would use it on a truly inhabited planet by talking about the omega lock. He should have at least tried to disable the lock. After all: He has a saber star, whose sword
beam he can use to hit cream stars, Soundwave and hit down. The package, when created as a horizontal wave, is thin enough for Megatron to evade it with difficulty by jumping over it, as shown in the Alpha Omega. Yes, the lock was at work, but if four Decepticons can plug the keys without any permission, surely he can just pull them out? Even if it is not easily possible and the lock has a mechanism that prevents it from disrupting,
Optimus is prime. Maybe he could have gone through any of these. It's the lack of any deliberation by (Optimus) this is surprising here and not destroying the lock itself could have proved able to stop only by destroying it, but the best writing was Optimus at least considering other options. Or maybe it was intentional, to show that Optimus was going too far to protect humanity for Cybertron? The franchise has done a similar plot with
primordial Optimus back in Monster Machines, where it has become as much fundamentalist as the show's version of Megatron, only in favor of organic matter rather than technology. It does not have the time to lock omega currently, actively destroying parts of the earth. He didn't have time to sit down and look rationally at all his options, especially given that he had four strong decons there that would strongly resist any attempt by
Optimus to stop what was going on. I'm still not convinced. Optimus was in lock in one jump. The character could have at least grabbed one of the keys and tried to pull it out. Taking (Megatron) temporarily, his only real threat was (Soundwave) maybe (Star Cream) too and while Optimus is footing around with the key, his Soundwave impales from behind, Starscream shoots him with a rocket, and Megatron gets up again and finishes
him off. Temporarily amounts to a few seconds, tops. Optimus is surrounded by enemies who want his death all who do not have time to balance his options, only to act decisively when given the opportunity. Optimus has a saber star, which is not only able to beam the sword strong enough to damage the enemy, but very accurate as well. Optimus could have used a good blast aimed at hitting three Decepticons off their feet. From
then on, The Points and Starscream are easy prey and Optimus can take a hit from Soundwave. As for Megatron, he lacks his sword and cannon's hand, although he may turn and try to attack Optimus from the air. But when did Optimus leave such possibilities to stop him? There are a lot of assumptions being made there. They won't stand there this indicates that Optimus begins a battle he may lose, rather than taking action while he
can. He has one chance to act here, while he has an element of surprise. It's a decision made at this moment. Why did Optimus stay behind when death was just waiting for him? It's Optimus Prime it's kind of a job description maybe because he wanted to make sure that the ground bridge was destroyed so that the team's disassemblers wouldn't find someone needs to run the ground bridge and, most importantly, destroy the
computer that holds records that can be used to easily track the walk down (team prose won't do much good if the 'cons sent teams of goons to each site after an hour). Staying at the back is the only way to ensure that there will be nothing at the base that helps the negatives. If Optimus has any bigger plan, we won't know it until season three. There was no indication that the Decepctions was the weapon they used on the base until
they used it, Optimus assumed most likely that the Desibon would break into the base, or either have to fight them, or that there could be a second exit that they never felt the need to mention that they could escape through. How will the tie end in The Rescue Bots? ... What? Saving bots is supposed to continue with the prime, with Optimus being both characters. This means that there is a fortaken conclusion that the presence of
autobots will eventually become a general knowledge and they will be on good enough terms with the human government to work alongside a team of human beings. It's also safe to say Optimus wasn't dead:D Given that Optimus is front and center in S3 promos and play ing tfp happy meals, logic suggests that we did not find the body, just the arm ... Pray for wide strokes to be valid with every ounce of your collective will. Will it be
possible to restore the omega lock with Prime Forge Solos? He looks stupid, I know, but it came up in my head. I'm totally optimistic (ha) and I'm really hoping that Cybertron will be restored somehow... Making a new one from scratch is out of the question, but if any of the original is left, a few hammer whacks should be able to get back into shape. Actually, maybe not. If Optimus lacks the skill to recreate the keys, there is almost no
way for him or anyone else to recreate the lock itself. It seems to me like the possibility of future characters, preferably more Cybertronians. There is always a chance that there is more in the other world. Turns out that this is exactly the plot line for season 3. One of them anyway here's something: what happened to all the effects of iacon? Truth be told, a lot of time devoted to confronting cybertron and invading the autobot base that
we didn't exactly get close to many effects. The falsification of The Head of Solos and Saber Star can be excused for now, given that they were still at the base. But we get nothing on what happened to your father's shield, Immobilizer, Poliarity Gauntlet or Phase Shifter. Another one is particularly distracting, since Smokescreen seemed quite attached to it. I suppose with everything else going on they don't have time to fit it in, but
they're at least better handled in Season 3. Otherwise, a whole season of hunting, he went and did with in 1 episode. The Autobots surrendered to most of them. Optimus recovered it, but after the explosion, it was never mentioned for the rest of the episode. This is my head-ups. Why didn't they mention it? The only way to revive their dead world was destroyed before their eyes, some relics probably won't matter. Although the best
guess is that the blast scattered them, but was then collected by decepticons. The answer is: He grabbed the Shifter stage but the rest remained (hit out and found at least your father's shield), Megatron obviously never recovered the arm or sword, and Forge survived the airachnid base blowing, and Saber Star probably didn't. As much as Soundwave surveillance usually has a ship under, it's strange that Dreadwing did not reveal the
theft of Forge Solos head to give to The Obobots. Maybe Megatron was having a Soundwave search for any way that the keys were to use? She did not consider that Megatron did not know exactly how the keys were supposed to be used to renew Cybertron. It is possible that silent bot had a complete panel scouring their database for any evidence of its purpose. Additionally, it is reasonable that Soundwave felt that some other
questionably loyal crew members (Knockout and Starscream) justify an eye closer than Dreadwing. Why did Alpha Trion Optimus send a cache of Tax On? He probably knew that autobots would not use it, but decepticons would. I don't think he set what he was sending he sent everything in the basement maybe he didn't have time to sort things out this half-true sent everything in the vault to a) keep the treasures safe and b) keep the
weapons out of decepticon's hands. If the 'cons were not there when Bulkhead discovered the cache,' the bots probably went into putting dangerous materials and destroying it anyway. What profile paper should we put predaking (as well as any other members of the Predacon faction who appear)? Should we make a new faction paper? He's affiliated with Diskelton, preventing treason down the line. When the army attacked a dark or
new canon or whatever, why didn't you use long-range MLRS and cruise missiles to blow out of it? It's outranges obivously no matter what BFG and decepticons had on their tower (the tower said that a straight line also requires being a problem). Or since he tried to use a nuclear deterrent, why not just glass his face with a nuclear cruise missile? They had to work on the story of the meteor strike coverage. People will notice if the
military starts firing rockets over Nevada and notice that it's out of the question yet, either; There is also the fact that the incoming rockets have just got to drop themselves by fusion cannons. Well, how would you bring the toxicity of Turker through the ground bridge, when Rahshet was first throwing, and they already did it? It's a direct error of continuity, just like how Darkmount got a new name. He passed through the gate while it was
still open, stages into the ground under the space bridge device and hid until Rahchit and Optimus would never order him again. Why doesn't Megatron go to another planet to build his troops and then come back? I've only watched most of the first season, but I don't get this. Autobot can't travel to another planet in the first episodes. It was a space bridge. I assume Nemesis can travel between star systems since smaller ships can
enlarge and weapons on other planets. I suppose Megatron can build more Vehicons since you get smashed often. Since his current army seems limited to what is on the enemy why not go elsewhere to rebuild a vast army and attack the earth with truly overwhelming force? Both sides are largely extinct, but Megatron has a ship and access to resources on other worlds to rebuild. Why doesn't he? Because that would admit defeat,
and Megatron is very proud of it. As long as Optimus is here, Megatron will remain so (of course, if Optimus leaves, he'll snap us out on the way out though). Because he did so already remember the pilot of five episodes - Megatron was out in the universe with the intention of building an army. When he appears in Earth space, the first thing Starscream does is semi-sarcastically asking him where the army went to collect. So the
reason Megatron didn't leave the ground to build his troops and return is that he's already tried it and there's no army there for the rally I found it a bit strange i took that Megatron found the dark energon and decided the undead army would be more effective. Skyquack was on the ground and Megatron didn't reactivate it I suppose they could make more Vehicons and other low-grade Decipticons consider ing how many Autobots
destroy. Energon was reportedly hidden on many planets. I suppose the warriors may have been left to guard him or as little as they could be used to build an overwhelming army. Space Madness. - Starscream coming up to build his troops would allow Optimus time to build a power base without blocking, or even going to hide on another planet. There are a lot of resources and even weapons hidden on the ground, so just leaving
them alone would be a bad idea. Why is everyone so worried about Forge Solos Prime running out of power? Why can't they recharge it somehow? I know it's supposed to be all mystical magic but I'm sure there's some way to turn it on. It's a machine, after all. No one knows exactly how to power up until the forge of Prime Sowells. This is the same reason why Optimus Head simply can't make new Omega keys under his whim, he
has no knowledge to make them. The presentation shows that even the last cyber-technology of war has been lost over time, such as space bridge, Immobilizer, and spark extractor. Forge Solos came head of the thirteenth era at the dawn of time. I got the idea that space bridges and knowledge to build them still exist. The resources and manufacturing facilities needed to build these resources are the problem. The Forge goes beyond
these requirements, you might ask, too, why is everyone so worried about killing Cybertronian? They're machines too, but they're made. In transformers there is something about them that cannot be repaired or restored once it is gone. The Forge would be similar to why did opt-out upgrade swoop in to help Autobots Shockwave capture instead of going after Megatron? If Predaking had a tracking device, how could Soundwave not be
there and send a space bridge before it froze to death? Three possible reasons: one, freeze very quickly. Secondly, Shockwave left immediately to fight after Predaking froze, so he didn't bother to go get it. Thirdly, he didn't care enough there this thing called reaction time, yes. Apparently she was still alive and the dissonances needed bones. They could have simply recovered it before the chain of command. As the chains were cool,
it does not raise one important issue regarding the effects. I'm sure it will be answered by Rachet later, but still, how is that cybertronian effects (specifically top armor) compatible with humans? This does not take much to explain: humans and Cybertronians are, physically, very similar and potentially, genetically if Unicron any evidence: two arms, legs, hands, head, torso etc. The shield is just that: shield. It's supposed to protect the
wearer, so my guess is that she scans and covers those physical features. Now the day we see Predaking wearing your father's shield this theory is not a great benefit, but by that time we also had our top armor wearing dragons to worry about. I started as the fridge logic, then turned into a sparkling barbarian for me. Shields are transformer technology, changing your shape to suit the new conditions are their main civilization hat. It
makes sense to turn their tools as well, especially when we can clearly see the armor conversion. The only real weird thing is that she recognized Mikko at all, but once everything used as a therapist got creature wants to Wear You, she simply transformed herself to fit Mico's biology. In the plan of rebellion Ultra Magnus is to shoot the nucleus of power in Darkmount. So why not do it with his ship Canon as he is able to get very close
to the structure with it? Remember the end of Star Wars IV, where Luke only makes a shot because a) he's got a bunch of friends in his back to keep death star defenses busy and b) has supernatural powers? (Ultra Magnus) didn't have either of them there's a big difference between flying in close enough to jump into battle and flying close enough and then holding a position long enough to make a very difficult shot, while being
attacked from every side. Since the U.S. Air Force has enough firepower to take down Mount, why don't they try to destroy Nemesis, too? A successful overthrow requires not only firepower, but also opportunity. The latter was just barely there with Darkmount. It rarely includes good battle plans and then a miracle occurs at critical points. They were only able to take down Darkmount because Have taken down the main defenses and
disposed of a large piece of disctecon forces. Attacking (Nemesis) will necessarily include fighting all (Deccon) on him why Soundwave did just teleport Airachnid &amp; Co. to a place where they would die, like Venus or Pluto, rather than a place they would survive, likely to return the bite of decepticons in depth (he teleported Arcee to the North Pole, so he didn't at least try to kill her in that episode)? The decision doesn't seem
strangely arbitrary at first, but think about the location that reached them. Two outcomes are likely: one, they don't get off the moon, either stop from Energon's deprivation or stay trapped to pick up at leisure (the decepticons should return to Cybertron). Two, somehow they make cybertron, their only realistic hope of returning to Earth... They immediately expose themselves to the enormous amount of dark Energon lying asleep within
the planet, which will begin to confront the synthetic Energon responsible for the totally uncontrollable zombie fiasco. So Soundwave basically put Airachnid in case of loss/loss. I think the bigger question is - why didn't you just throw a pod with Airachnid in a slump in the lava pit again in the scattered and kill it off there? Granting that saved around creates more conflict for viewing, but in the universe it doesn't make much sense. I can
only assume that since the pod survived the destruction of the Autobot base, they thought the lava crater was not effective. Soundwave or some other Con probably was going to blow up the moon if they ever got back to Cybertron. It was stored in the cup room so maybe Megatron wanted to keep it on display. Knockout claims that he learned a tropical apocalypse zombie through his regular visits to the local theatre drive in,
presumbaly as a patron car. Now, beg the question, but just how peach-gauch it is heck! Do you even get paid for admission to get to the said theaters, let alone connect the speakers to its windows, without causing poor children at the box office to have a nervous breakdown, as well as having an audience and entire staff who must be there for a happy movie project fleeing in a blind panic? Many modern drives have the option of
transmitting sound over radio frequency so that viewers can keep their windows closed and enjoy the sound above the stereo system without being exposed to the elements. This is particularly common in places where the weather is bad or insect swarms. They also often have credit card readers for payment options. It is reasonable, though still difficult, that the knockout remotely hacked the card reader to show that he paid, listened
on the radio, and had no human contact at all during his experience watching movies. As Arcee explains, the Sbertronians can put up a three-dimensional representation of a driver in to appear less clear. Maybe this is a difficult 3D photo of the ability to do this kind of thing. In some states in the Southwest (I live in Arizona, right next to Nevada) drive in theaters will play a movie with audio subtitles in English and Spanish. It is
extremely common to park on a nearby hill or sit on a nearby fence and see the movie for free by reading the subtitles. Maybe Opus did the same thing? Also knock out the option of driving to an isolated corner outside, turning, then jumping over the fence. Done quickly at night, he could probably escape notice. Even the synthesis reveals that Megatron was a dark star saber in storage during monster hunters, and he can apparently
practice without the prime arm. Why was he bothering to keep them in storage instead of actually using it during the entire season? Supposedly because, as star saber also has in storage, there is no need. One simply does use Arkenhammer to crack walnuts unless you tool, of course. The dark star Saber is not a relic of Prime, it's a sword made from the dark Energon( Megatron) just needed prime's arm to use the forge to make the
sword. Due to the circumstances, Megatron has no need to use it until the end. At the beginning of season 3, he has an advantage over autobots with Darkmount and a variety of resources at his disposal. Without Optimus to lead them, Megatron can easily crush any Autobot forces with overwhelming numbers alone. The moment he really needs is when Optimus appears, and his appearance was so sudden that there was no time for
Megatron to win the Dark Star Saber. Although Megatron has lost an advantage there, there was still no need for a dark star saber as it's safe inside the moving Decpton warship. It's only when the Juggernaut predaking goes on a rampage and the Autbots mounting their last attack did the dark star saber need to use. Joe Joe's fight in Perausion. Only.......... Two Autocannons......... Hover in place with VTOL........... No air for air-to-air
missiles................ GYAAAHH!!!! Where would Optimus get the missiles? Starscream has less excuse, but he did not lead off the battle with one of his missiles, and wisely saved the other until the source confirmed the signal. I meant fighter jets vs. Armada of Scream we only see planes hovering over VTOL and shooting autocannons. Given that autobots were trying to trick Starscream into believing that he had destroyed the base and
that Starscream was calling humans as a weak ring, my best guess is that the army wants Starscream to believe that its mission will be an easy success, to send a heavy fire that might provoke Starscream in calling for support and the entire military site level rather than just destroying hangers. Even from the film, it seems that some of the Decepticon/Vehicons miners chose to work with to rebuild cybertron. So, what is their
status/motivation to do so? Are they prisoners of war? Do you want to convert? Desperate guys who prefer to be on the winning team? Since there are many Vehicons who are locked up with a knockout in the enemy and killed in an attempt to take over the ship, it seems that vehicons who work outside have made a real heel face turn by choice. Given the other options around, it's easy to see why. So Optimus, by all borders, is dead.
However, Roberto Orsi said that Peter Cullen may return alongside other actors. If so, what would he do as his character? Presumably he will get a frequent flyer miles resurrection card and seal it in the afterlife and come back as soon as possible the actor doesn't have to play the same role over and over again. Apart from the possibility of flashbacks, he can play a new character. He can be a soul counselor, similar to Alpha Trion. Oh
yes, on the spoiler note above, is Starscream dead or alive? Well, given the last few times that someone tried to kill him off-screen, I'm not going to put him in the past to appear in the sequel series. Another question related to movies, Optimus said that only AllSpark can create life (by installing a spark in the body). So does this mean that Predaking, and therefore other Predacons created by Shockwave does not form actual live
cybertronians? For that matter, are any of them even sparked? They seem to clone existing transformers instead of entirely new protoforms themselves. Perhaps Optimus means that without Allspark, they will only be able to revive old life forms instead of creating entirely new ones? So basically, there are real sparks? I'm still confused i think it means that The Predatoring's body can be reproduced several times, and its original spark
can be transferred to a new clone body, courtesy of Shockwave. This would go a long way in interpreting Predaking's memories of past life times, which would undoubtedly be a side effect of the cloning process. Shockwave probably found a bunch of rough protoforms like Starscream did again in Armada and had planted them with CNA Predacon. Knowing the shock, this troper would not be surprised if he had a cellar full of them.
The makers of the series themselves said that death in this series is permanent. Is Primus ignoring that? Or those are the sparks of the dead transformers. What about all the other decepticons? What about them? In Transformers: War on Cybertron, Primus put some of its essence inside the command matrix when Optimus went to cybertron core. So it's unlikely to be dead considering how unkillable Unicron is by any known means,
and can only be trapped or forced to sleep and I think it's safe to say the same thing to Primus. IIRC, of games Primus and Sipertron has recovered after several million years. Too late for Autobots. Also, given the only known post-life is To Primus I think the sparks of both Autobots and Decepticons will return to him. As long as she retains enough individual feeling I think it can be separated from Primus and brought back to life if Primus
will. Sparks at the end I think are supposed to be new showing that life returns to the planet. In the Alpha Omega episode and Obobots find out that they have a chance to rebuild Cybertron until you get excited and Arsee says that the first thing she'll do when they return to Cybertron is to take an oil bath; But how is that possible? My plate if I'm wrong but the oil is naturally produced by plants, animals and other organisms or by ancient
fossilized organic matter that is chemically processed underground for millions of years. Cybertron is a world of Matalik free of any existing carbon life forms so how can there be oil there? Are they shipping oil there from other planets? Why couldn't they? They're able to travel between stars, and oil doesn't actually depend on fossils, because apparently Saturn's moon, Titan, has a lot of oil and I don't think it's ever been organic on it.
However, earth-like planets will not build oil baths for giant robots, even if they are only trying to stay low. Is anyone else bothered a little by how completely weak and incompetent Starscream seems to be in the show? The guy gets a boss and bullying by literally everyone has any kind of melee with. At least early in the series, he seemed semi-capable and cunning, but now it's as if he turned into a full sly who is only here to be the
universe pat a monkey. ... You realize we're talking about Star Cream, don't you? Yes, Starcrim's entire partner is that he tries to overthrow Megatron without engaging in direct combat, because he knows Megatron will destroy it easily; For all his cunning, Starscream doesn't do it well in front of a physical altercation. Thus, he resorts to deception and other hidden tactics. This, not so much that it is being Flanderized, but he is simply
being too arrogant to achieve defects before it comes; He also got a silver tongue and knows what buttons to push for his way; Why do fistpers/arm guns often come across inefficient in this series? Yes, they often work well against Vehicons, but in other cases they come off weak or useless. (Arce) blew up the insects that guard Kaoon dozens of times without any damage whenever they missed the energy shot often just a harmless
splash on the ground, the surrounding buildings, etc., and no harm even if Optimus is one shooting. I know each other. It's supposed to be more powerful and/or heavily armored than others, but is there really that much difference? Because they rely so much on physical attacks in battle is because the blaster is not effective aside from Optimus and Megatron? To some extent, cybertronian arm gun fire seems to depend on its size.
Megatron, Optimus, Shokif and the fire of explosions are very powerful; How can the discount probably not be found on the secret autobot base by the end of season two? Starcream found that it was an old military base of Fowler (even if this is unknown to be reliable, it still makes sense), and the huge amount of fighting is happening nearby their base, and there is actually a visible installation on top of their base plateau hidden in,
and two Decepticons inside it (including Megatron), it's actually a circle way when seen from the sky, and if it's hard to knock is any indicator, Soundwave knows to send Laserbeak too close to there to start looking for Smokescreen. Don't they bother looking for him? For most of Season 1 both Autobots and Decepticons seem to be just trying to get a foothold, and most of their missions are not combat attacks but attempts to capture
Energon and effects. So I assume that the efforts to locate the Autobot base are lukewarm, especially since they have no idea how many Optimus soldiers, for everything they know their army surpasses their army. Only when the same four/five bots turn every time they finally start in earnest to locate the base. As for finding it, do not forget that they have a ground bridge. The views are basically worthless, they have no way of knowing
whether Autbots are fighting near their base or teleportation from Vietnam to do so. Installations and roads don't mean anything, and the United States alone has hundreds of places that fit that description. Their bases were protected, Megatron could not be traced from his ship even when the material inside because there were no signals that could penetrate it. In a dead end, after their victory, Ratchet warns Optimus that he has not
been able to restore Shockwave results around the synthetic energon formula, and therefore what is synthetic energon on board is all they have. Well, they've captured the ship that contains Shockwave's lab. It's not as if he thought of erasing it before he left because he was in a hurry maybe the shock encrypted his records or kept the relevant information in his head no one knows how Darkmount was back in predacon height when
we see him get destroyed in rebellion? According to Wiki, it has been abandoned and being dismantled by the US government. Where on the wiki? I checked and couldn't find anything like that. The darkness was seen at the height of the original dark Predacons on Cybertron, and one of the earth was just a replica. Replica.
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